interpretation of results are hotly-contested issues. Making our voice heard as ISTC, in concert with allied trade groups, is the best way of preventing proven safe compounds taken away from us. For example, you should see the list of possible substitutes for 2,4,5-T and other "problem" pesticides!

Many other subjects are of concern, but cannot be fully reported due to lack of space, including:

- Minor crop uses and registration problems
- Funding for state certification training program
- Developments on integrated pest management - and false hopes
- Inaccurate diagnosis of alleged pesticide accidents (you are usually guilty or even fired upon until proven innocent)
- Over-zealous (hard core) environmentalists (such as the ones who advocate cutting down spruce and balsam trees in Maine and planting hardwoods to combat spruce budworm)

CAST (Council for Agricultural Science and Technology)

Future dates still to be met for compliance with FIFRA include:
- October 21, 1975 - Submission of state plans for certification of applicators
- October 22, 1976 - Final date for certification of all applicators and registration of pesticides

Asplundh Tree Expert Co.
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS: WHY BELONG? 1

by Robert Felix,

I think that it is fair to assume that almost everyone present today is a member of a trade association. However, perhaps all of you are not aware of how many trade associations some of those present belong to. Almost everybody here belongs to the International Society of Arboriculture, many of you belong to, ISA chapters as well. Being an International gathering of commercial arborists, one would expect to find many members of the National Arborist Association present and they are. Many people here belong to many other "Green Industry" trade associations such as local and state arborists associations, the American Society of Consulting Arborists, American Association of Nurserymen, Associated Landscape Contractors of America and the International Pesticide Applicators, just to name a few.

Periodically, you might ask yourself why you belong to one or another of these groups. Do you know what the value received is for dues paid and/or time devoted? Why do you belong? Since I am an Executive Secretary of a National Trade Association you might think that my comments are prejudiced. You are right. They are, but I am a member of the International Society of Arboriculture, a former member and Past President of the National Arborist Association, the New York State and Long Island Arborist Association, a member of the American Society of Consulting Arborists, American Society of Association Executives and several others. Nobody pays the dues to these associations for me. I pay them myself. If I weren't a firm believer in the value of a National Trade Association I obviously would never have left my ivory tower in the tree care industry to as-

sume this responsibility, I wouldn’t belong to the other associations that I mentioned if I didn’t feel that I received an appropriate value from each.

Let’s look at some of the values and the services that trade associations provide us.

The most important item is information: technological developments, government regulations, business practices and industry statistics are summarized for you and presented to you in newsletters or other periodic publications. Your trade association is a clearing house for information. If you need information on a particular subject, problem, or just want to discuss something you are thinking about, call your trade association. If the staff cannot answer your questions immediately, they will find the answers for you.

With EPA, OSHA, IRS and other Federal and State regulatory bodies issuing edicts all of the time, it would be impossible for you alone to be current on all of the regulations that are being imposed on our highly regulated industry.

Have any of you ever attempted to read the Federal Register every day looking for regulations that have some bearing on the tree care industry? You not only don’t have the time, you shouldn’t be required to. That is a function of your trade association, be it the Federal Register on a National level or a State publication on the State level. Your trade association does this for you.

Your trade association can handle government relations for you. We comment on proposed regulations, are consulted about pending regulations by various government agencies, obtain answers to specific questions from government agencies and provide access to government when needed. Just to give you several examples of what your trade associations can do in these areas, the National Arborist Association, the International Shade Tree Conference and the American Pulpwood Association all sent witnesses to testify at the Asplundh/OSHA hearing in Dallas. We also comment on proposed regulations as they are published in the Federal Register and very often our opinions are solicited when regulations are being formulated.

How about public relations? Your industry image? Your trade association is the means by which you are affiliated with your industry. Anything that the Association does benefits you, individually, if you identify with it. Your image is enhanced by your trade association. You have all heard about the joint NAA/ISA Bicentennial Program. The amount of publicity that this program will generate for both associations and their memberships could not be bought for any amount of money.

Let’s look at standards of quality and procedure. Your trade association provides you with a common ground on which mutually acceptable standards of work can be established. A code of ethics to which all members subscribe is part of membership in many trade associations. This code is designed to maintain a high level of professional practice.

Trade associations provide numerous member services such as logos for stationary and business cards and decals which identify you as a member. Some of our associations provide advertising material, periodic industry statistics, and a myriad of other services.

We provide our Home Study Program for arborists which is available to members and non-members as well. At present we have some 600 students actively involved and we have already graduated over 600. The Western Chapter of ISA has recently developed a very fine educational program with excellent text book material. This new program lends itself to a tailgate or classroom situation.

Probably the single most important function that a trade association performs is to provide for periodic or annual meetings. A meeting such as one this one is an example of all that a meeting can be. You can attend the sessions and hear speakers in various fields of expertise in our industry. Then you can talk to them, exchange ideas, ask questions. You also have the opportunity to do the same with your peers from all over the world. As I am sure you all realized, it is much easier to exchange ideas with a tree man who is a stranger to your operation than it is with someone you compete with.

The National Arborist Association holds its
meetings in a somewhat different fashion. All of our educational sessions are scheduled for the morning. The afternoons are left free purposely, at the request of the members, to enable them to talk to one another freely and conveniently about problems of mutual interest.

With a Trade Show you have the opportunity to talk directly to suppliers whose wares you have read about in trade publications. You have the opportunity to witness demonstrations of new equipment.

Looking at everything I have just presented from another angle, consider these points:

1. You have access to a tremendous storehouse of information.
2. You are part of a voluntary and cooperative organization which represents your industry.
3. You are represented before legislative or regulatory agencies.
4. You will advance your own industry.
5. You can improve your business by taking advantage of the information furnished to you.
6. You will profit through participation.

There are still other considerations. All expenses involved in attending a meeting are tax deductible. As many in this room can attest, you will develop life long friendships that you can't duplicate anywhere. Most important our collective efforts will help raise the image of the tree care industry to a level that will permit us to change the prices that we deserve to provide the services that we do.

It is true, there are people who join trade associations for prestige and detract from the image of the profession rather than improve it. It is also true that there is duplication of effort on the part of trade associations and it is also true that the cost of belonging is expensive. However, you get what you pay for. When I was active in the tree care industry as a practicing arborist I always had the philosophy that if I wasn’t able to gleem information from any of the trade associations that I belonged to that wasn’t worth at least twice what my cost of membership was, then I was not taking full advantage of my membership. Trade associations are a business tool to be taken advantage of, capitalized on, not considered an expense that you must incur. Your trade association is an investment which can pay you dividends if you let it.

ABSTRACT


This study was undertaken to provide comparative data on the role of high-pressure sodium vapor lighting in the growth and survival patterns of trees contiguous to the lights along city streets. Data were personally collected in Chicago, Cleveland, and Milwaukee with observations made on 200 trees. Additional information was gathered via telephone interviews with officials of 16 cities where high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps have illuminated trees for the past several years. Not one personal observation nor any telephone conversation comment indicated any harmful effect to trees by the light created by HPS. All indicators, to date, suggest that HPS has no detrimental influence on trees grown in cities of the eastern half of the United States in general and our Midwest in particular. Based on the compiled data it would be safe to install HPS lamps of 150, 250, 400, or even 1000-watt output in the presence of transplant or mature trees.